PROCEDURE: Visual Arrivals, Foster City Arrivals
**TEAL LINE:** existing 28L ILS. **PINK LINE:** existing 28R ILS. **GRAY LINE:** existing RNAV (RNP) Y RWY 28R. **ORANGE LINE:** existing FMS Bridge Visual Approach 28R. **GREEN LINE:** Concept for a possible 28L offset RNAV approach. **BLUE LINE:** Concept for a possible 28R offset RNAV approach. ALL POINTS AND LINES APPROXIMATE.
Radial 090 from the SFO VOR

SFO DUMBARTON EIGHT DEPARTURE Procedure
Runways 10L & 10R

This procedure was discontinued in August 2016
SFO SAHEY THREE DEPARTURE (RNAV) Runways 10L & 10R
DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 10L: Climb heading 104° to 520, then direct ORYAN, then on track 102° to SAHEY, thence . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 10R: Climb heading 104° to 520, then direct URRSA, then on track 101° to SAHEY, thence . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 19L/R: Climb heading 194° to 520, then left turn direct to SAHEY, thence . . .

. . . on (transition). Maintain FL190, expect filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.

CISKO TRANSITION (SAHEY3.CISKO)
EBAYE TRANSITION (SAHEY3.EBAYE)
LOSHN TRANSITION (SAHEY3.LOShN)
NTELL TRANSITION (SAHEY3.NTELL)

NOTE: Chart not to scale.

(NOTES CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)